B.E.S.T Innovation University, or by its full name Bharatiya Engineering Science and
Technology Innovation University, is a private university located in Anantapur, Andhra
Pradesh, India. It was established in 2019. BESTIU is an institution of excellence to promote
and impart education through advanced and innovative education system. BESTIU invites
application for the post of Dean (Agriculture) to be stationed at the university campus from
candidates who have exceptionally good academic record, administrative skills, with
leadership quality. Should be a technology savvy, motivator, an institutional builder, enhance
productivity of the faculty and will be responsible for Academics and Financial performance.

Qualifications:





The incumbent should have a PH. D (Agriculture) from a reputed University with
minimum 15 years of Academic and administrative Experience.
Should have strong linkages & network with industry and academics
Should be well acquainted with the various Accreditations Agencies and Statutory
Bodies and the procedures, also with placement and industry collaborations.
Sould be an Academician and a thought leader

Responsibilities of Dean:


To ensure over-all academic improvement in the University.



To monitor Course Curriculum Improvement and Content



To prepare the academic calendar for the year with the approval of the Vice
Chancellor
To ensure proper monitoring of the Delivery, Course Coverage and Pedagogy of the
Course content
To provide Administrative Support to the faculty (e.g. Labs, LCD, any special needs for




the particular course), Support materials for the students (e.g. Cases, notes, etc).


To ensure Un-Interrupted Conduct of the classes (Punctuality, Availability of the
faculty as well as students)



To ensure for the development of soft skill and additional inputs to be given for
better placement of the students



Dean should preside over all the Internal meetings-faculty and ensure various decision
of authorities are implemented.



Also responsible for the for bringing the academic, financial and other need of the
faculty too the notice of Vice Chancellor.

Seniority level:
Director

Industry:
Education

Employment Type:
Full -Time

Job Function:
Education/Training

Location:
Anantapur

To Apply:
To apply for the position, please send a detailed resume and a cover note expressing your
interest in the position to hr@bestiu.edu.in

